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1. INTRODUCTION 

(A) A basic dichotomy concerning the structure of the orbit space of a trans-
formation group has been discovered by Glimm [G12] in the locally compact 
group action case and extended by Effros [E 1, E2] in the Polish group action 
case when additionally the induced equivalence relation is F(1' It is the pur-
pose of this paper to extend the Glimm-Effros dichotomy to the very general 
context of an arbitrary Borel equivalence relation (not even necessarily induced 
by a group action). Despite the totally classical descriptive set-theoretic nature 
of our result, our proof requires the employment of methods of effective de-
scriptive set theory and thus ultimately makes crucial use of computability (or 
recursion) theory on the integers. 

We consider Borel equivalence relations E on Polish spaces X (i.e., E ~ X2 
is Borel). A (countable) separating family for E is a sequence {An} of subsets 
of X such that 

xEy ¢} 'Vn(x E An ¢} YEAn) . 

If the An's belong to some class r we talk about a "r separating family." Of 
particular interest of course is the case when the An's are Borel. If E has a 
Borel separating family we say that E is smooth. Notice that this is equivalent 
to saying that there is a Borel map f: X -+ Y, Y some Polish space, such that 

xEy ¢} f(x) = f(y); 

so this means that there exist Borel calculable "invariants" f(x), belonging 
to some Polish space, thus of a fairly "concrete" nature, associated with each 
x E X which classify x up to E-equivalence. A typical example of such 

2 

classification is the case X = the n x n complex matrices (= en ), E = the 
equivalence relation of similarity between n x n matrices, and f(A) = the 
Jordan canonical form of A. 
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A selector for E is a function s: X - X such that s(x)Ex and xEy ::;.. 
s(x) = s(y) , while a transversal for E is a set T ~ X such that Tn [X]E is 
a singleton for each equivalence class [x]E of E. Again we talk about "g-
selector" (resp. "r transversal") if s (resp. T) belongs to some class g- (resp. 
r). It is easy to check that the existence of a Borel selector for E is equivalent to 
the existence of a Borel transversal and implies the smoothness of E . However, 
the converse fails even for closed equivalence relations. 

A (finite, positive Borel) measure p. on X is called (E-)ergodic if for every 
.u-measurable A ~ X , 

A (E-)invariant ::;.. p.(A) = 0 or .u(X - A) = O. 

We call .u (E-)nonatomic if P.([X]E) = 0 for each equivalence class [X]E' 
Notice that if E has an ergodic, nonatomic measure p., then E is not smooth. 
(If {An} is a Borel, more generally, p.-measurable separating family, each An is 
invariant. Then A = nn {An: p.(X - An) = O} n nn {X - An : p.(An) = O} = [X]E 
for some x, but on the other hand A has full measure.) 

A typical example of a nonsmooth equivalence relation is the following: Let 
CJ) = {O, 1, 2, ... } and X = 200 be the space of infinite binary sequences with 
the product topology. Let Eo be defined by 

xEoY <=> 3nVm ~ n(x(m) =y(m)). 

As the standard product measure on 200 (with 2 = {O, I} given the (1/2, 1/2) 
measure) is Eo-ergodic and nonatomic, Eo is not smooth. 

One final notion before we state our main result. Given equivalence relations 
(X, E) and (X', E'), a reduction of E into E' is a map f: X - X' such 
that xEy <=> f(x)E' f(y) . In particular the induced map 

j([X]E) = [f(X)]E' 

maps X/E I-I into X' /E'. It f itself is 1-1 we say that f is an embedding 
of E into E' . Put 

E ~ E' <=> there is a Borel reduction of E into E' , 

E ~ E' <=> there is a Borel embedding of E into E' . 

For example,if d(X) is the equality relation on X and d:= d(2oo) then E is 
smooth iff E ~ d . 

Intuitively speaking E ~ E' means that we can classify elements of X up to 
E-equivalence by invariants which are E' -equivalence classes, i.e., members of 
X' / E' (which in general will not be concrete). A typical such reduction occurs 
in the spectral theorem. In a particular instance it classifies multiplicity-free 
normal operators on Hilbert space with respect to unitary equivalence (E) by 
measures on C with respect to mutual absolute continuity (E') , so that the 
invariants are now measure classes on C. 

We can state now our main result. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Polish space and E a Borel equivalence relation on 
X. Then exactly one of the following holds: 

(I) E is smooth or 
(II) Eo ~ E (continuously), i.e., there is a continuous embedding of Eo into 

E. 

Moreover in (I) we can replace "smooth," i.e., the existence of a Borel sepa-
rating family, by the existence of a universally measurable separating family and 
in (II) the existence of a continuous embedding of Eo into E by the existence 
of a universally measurable embedding. 

Also, (I) is equivalent to 
(1)* E has a selector which is C-measurable, i.e., measurable with respect 

to the smallest O'-algebra containing the open sets and closed under the Souslin 
operation .91 , 
as well as to 

(1)** There is a Polish topology 0' extending that of X such that E is closed 
in (X2 , 0' X 0') • 

Finally, (iI) is equivalent to 
(II)* There is a nonatomic, ergodic measure for E . 
Here are a few corollaries of this result. It is well known and easy to see that 

every Go equivalence relation has an analytic separating family. So we have 

Corollary 1.2. Let E be a Go equivalence relation on a Polish space X. Then 
E is smooth, so in particular there is a Polish topology 0' extending that of X 
such that E is closed in (X2 , 0' X 0') • 

Thus Go and closed equivalence relations have the same structure. 
As we already mentioned, a smooth closed equivalence relation might not 

have a Borel selector. However, by standard uniformization theorems, we have 
that if E is a Borel equivalence relation on a Polish space X and each equiv-
alence class is Kq (i.e., a countable union of compact sets), then E is smooth 
iff E has a Borel selector. For Borel equivalence relations with Kq classes we 
can then add to (I) the following equivalent 

(1)*** E has a Borel selector. 
Examples of such E are the countable ones (i.e., those for which each equiv-

alence class is countable) and those induced by actions of second countable 
locally compact transformation groups. 

Given now E, a Borel equivalence relation on a Polish space X, and a 
Borel set A ~ X we call A (E-)smooth if EtA has a Borel separating family 
(i.e., there is a sequence of Borel sets {An} such that for x, YEA, xEy <=> 
Vn[x E An <=> y E AnD. (Thus E is smooth iff X is smooth.) Then we have 
the following characterization of Borel smooth sets extending results of Shelah-
Weiss [SW] and Weiss [W] who dealt with the case of hyper finite E (that is 
E induced by the orbits of a single Borel automorphism of X, i.e., by a Borel 
Z-action). 
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Corollary 1.3. Let E be a Borel equivalence relation on a Polish space X. Then 
the following are equivalent for a Borel set A ~ X : 

(i) A is smooth. 
(ii) For every nonatomic, ergodic measure p. on X, p.(A) = o. 

One can extend these concepts and results also to analytic sets. The notion of 
smoothness as a notion of smallness and its definability properties are studied 
in C. Uzcategui's Ph.D. thesis [U]. 

Finally let us mention that although the combinatorial structure of Eo plays 
an essential role in the proof of Theorem 1.1, alternative (II) (with just Borel 
instead of continuous embeddings) will still hold for a much wider class of 
equivalence relations instead of Eo. More precisely, Eo can be replaced there 
by any nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation E* . This is because a 
theorem of Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [DJK2] asserts that any two nonsmooth, 
hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations are embeddable into each other. 

(B) Before we discuss the effective descriptive set theoretic approach to the 
proof of Theorem 1.1, we will review some of the earlier work that led to our 
results here. The dichotomy expressed in Theorem 1.1 was first discovered by 
Glimm [GI2] (in a paper that grew out of his earlier work [GIl] on the proof 
of the Mackey "smooth dual iff type I" conjecture in the representation theory 
of C· -algebras and groups) for the case where E is the equivalence relation 
induced by the orbits of a second countable locally compact transformation 
group. Effros [E 1, E2] then extended the Glimm results to the case of E induced 
by a Polish transformation group, provided that moreover E is Fa. In [El] 
(see also [E2]) this extension is applied to give a new and simpler proof of the 
Mackey conjecture. In these Glimm, Effros papers it is shown for instance that 
for the kind of equivalence relations the authors are dealing with, exactly one 
of the following holds: 

(I) E is smooth, 
equivalently 

(11)*** E has a Borel selector, 
or 

(1)**** Every equivalence class is locally closed (i.e., the difference of two 
closed sets), 
or else 

(11)* There is a nonatomic, ergodic measure for E. 
(In fact these papers contain a number of other conditions equivalent to (I).) 
Although our main formulation of the second alternative in the form 

(II) Eo ~ E (continuously) 
is not explicitly isolated in these papers, it is surely present in the proofs of 
these results and the role of Eo as the prototype of the nonsmooth behaviour 
is pointed out in the opening paragraph of [GI2] (see also Dixmier [D, 9.5.5] 
and Zimmer [Z, p. 13]). 

In Godefroy [Go] it is shown that (I), (1)**** are equivalent for any E E Fa 
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which is induced by a group of homeomorphisms, while in Burgess [B2] it is 
shown that (I), (1)*** are equivalent for any E induced by a Polish transfor-
mation group. 

In the papers by Katznelson-Weiss [KW], Krieger [Krl, Kr2], Shelah-Weiss 
[SW], and Weiss [W] various instances of Glimm-Effros dichotomy are estab-
lished and applied in ergodic theory. In the most recent by Weiss [W] the author 
essentially establishes the dichotomy (I) or (II) for hyperfinite Borel equivalence 
relations (in a somewhat stronger form in this case). Finally, in the unpublished 
[DJKl] the authors prove the dichotomy (I) (but with an analytic instead of 
Borel separating family) or (II) for arbitrary Fq equivalence relations, thereby 
eliminating any group action hypotheses. 

(C) The second line of work leading to our results originates in the theorem 
of Silver [S] concerning coanalytic equivalence relations and a subsequent 
proof of that result by Harrington. Silver's theorem (which we believe was 
originally conjectured by H. Friedman) asserts the following: Let E be a co-
analytic equivalence relation on a Polish space X. Then X / E is either count-
able or else has cardinality 2No. In fact if it is uncountable, then there is a 
perfect set P ~ X of pairwise E-inequivalent elements. This is in particu-
lar true for Borel E, a fact which is also easily a consequence of Theorem 
1.1. For the case when E is analytic one can only say that X / E has cardinal-
ity at most Nl or else 2No , by a theorem of Burgess [Bl]. However, it is an 
open problem to decide if the assertion "IX/EI ~ No or IX/EI = 2No " is true 
when E is induced by the orbits of a Polish transformation group. That this 
holds is known as the topological Vaught conjecture and it implies the famous 
Vaught conjecture in model theory, which asserts that every first-order theory (in 

N a countable language) has either countably many or else 2 0 countable models 
(up to isomorphism). 

Harrington (unpublished) later gave a much simpler proof of Silver's Theo-
rem, which made crucial use of the methods of effective descriptive set theory. 
(Readers not familiar with this subject will find an elementary introduction in 
[MK] and §3 of this paper.) In his proof Harrington employed the topology 
generated by the effectively analytic (1::) sets, a concept first introduced much 
earlier by Gandy but used rather sparingly before Harrington's application. Ac-
tually both Gandy and Harrington utilize the equivalent language of forcing, 
but for purposes of communicating these arguments to nonlogicians the topo-
logical approach is much more convenient. One can find a write-up (which owes 
much to an earlier set of seminar notes by Louveau) of Harrington's proof in 
topological language in the expository paper [MK]. 

After this first application, the Gandy-Harrington topology has become a 
standard tool in the study of Borel structures. For instance it has been used to 
develop an extensive structure theory for Borel orderings in Harrington-Marker-
Shelah [HMS], Louveau [L], Louveau-Saint Raymond [LS], and Kada [Ka]. It is 
also the main tool through which effective descriptive set theory is applied in our 
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paper. In particular, we use some of the techniques developed in Harrington-
Marker-Shelah [HMS]. 

(D) In the spirit of effective descriptive set theory, Theorem 1.1 will be proved 
by establishing a stronger effective version. (Below ~: is the effective analog of 
analytic-coanalytic, i.e., Borel-this will be defined precisely in §3.) We denote 
by ./Y the Polish space ./Y = WW of all infinite sequences x: w --> W with the 
product topology, w being discrete. 

Theorem 1.4. Let E be a ~: equivalence relation on ./Y. Then exactly one of 
the following holds: 

(I) E has a separating family {An} consisting of~: sets (in fact uniformly, 
i.e., there is a separating family {An} such that the set (x, n) E A <=> X E An is 
~: in ./Y x w) or 

(II) Eo ~ E (continuously). 

We restrict attention here to the standard model ./Y as it is more convenient 
for the development of the effective theory that we will outline in §3. As we will 
see in §5 one can easily obtain from that not only Theorem 1.1 for X =./Y but 
for arbitrary Polish X as well by using standard "transfer" arguments-after 
all any two uncountable Polish spaces are Borel isomorphic! 

(E) One can also view Silver's Theorem (for Borel E) and Theorem 1.1 as 
providing the first steps toward understanding the structure of the partial pre-
orders E ::; F, E ~ F of reducibility or embedding. For Borel equivalence 
relations E with X/E uncountable, Silver's theorem asserts that ~ is a mini-
mum in ::; (and ~) and our result states that Eo is least (in::; or ~) above ~. 
Beyond that the picture is quite unclear at this stage; Already the structure of 
countable Borel E (i.e., Borel E with each equivalence class countable) under 
::; or ~ is quite intriguing. A first study of such E's, which are of particular 
interest as they naturally arise in ergodic theory, operator algebras, as well as 
certain areas of logic like recursion theory, has been undertaken in [Ke] and 
(the unpublished) [DJK2]. 

(F) We will finally discuss the organization of this paper. We have made 
an attempt to make it as self-contained as possible, especially for readers not 
familiar with the concepts and results of effective descriptive set theory. We 
assume however familiarity with the classical descriptive set theory of Borel 
and analytic sets, as in Kuratowski [Ku] for example. 

In §2 we present some standard material concerning the topological Choquet 
games. These provide a most convenient vehicle for the application of Baire 
category type arguments that will be essential in our proof. For the classical gen-
eral theory of Baire category on topological spaces we refer again to Kuratowski 
[Ku]. 

In §3 we review effective descriptive set theory. Again the material is all stan-
dard and can be found with the appropriate references and historical remarks 
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in Moschovakis [M]. However we do not assume that the reader is familiar with 
[M]. We have originally toyed with the idea of presenting a totally self-contained 
development of effective descriptive set theory leading to a proof of the results 
that we will need, but soon realized this would make the paper unrealistically 
long. So we settled on a compromise. Since there is a fairly elementary and 
rather short introduction to the subject given in [MK], we refer the reader to 
that paper, especially §§6 and 7, for a first acquaintance with the subject. In 
§3 we present then a quick review of that material giving all definitions but 
skipping proofs that can be found in [MK]. We then provide some theorems 
not given in [MK] that we will need, with complete proofs. 

In §4 we introduce the Gandy-Harrington topology and prove the basic facts 
about it that we will use later. (The reader can probably profit by reading §9 of 
[MK], where Harrington's proof of Silver's theorem is given.) 

Finally, in §5 we give the proof of the effective Theorem 1.4 and deduce from 
this Theorem 1.1 and its corollaries. 

2. CHOQUET GAMES AND SPACES 

We will review here some standard facts concerning topological games intro-
duced by Choquet in relation to Baire category arguments. 

Let X be a topological space. The Choquet game C x associated to X is 
played as follows: Players a, P take turns, with P playing first, choosing non-
o open subsets of X, so that each open set played by any player is contained 
in the opponent's previous move. 

Uo ;2 va ;2 UI ;2 V; ;2 ... 

We say that a wins a run of this game Uo' Va, UI ' V; , ... if nn ~ 
(= nn Un) =J 0. A winning strategy for a is a rule that tells him how to 
play, as he sees his opponent's moves, so that he wins every run of the game 
in which he follows this strategy. Formally, it is a sequence of functions 
~ , ... , In, ... with In: (..9'""*)n -+ ..9'""* , where ..9'""* is the class of non-0 open 
subsets of X, such that f( Uo' ... , Un_I) ~ Un_ 1 and for any Uo' UI ' U2 , ••• 

if f(Uo' ... , Un-I) = ~_I and Uo ;2 Va ;2 UI ;2 V; ... holds then nn ~ =J 0. 
We say that X is a Choquet space if a has a winning strategy in the Choquet 

game of X. 
A variation of the Choquet game will actually be more useful to us. Given 

X , the strong Choquet game C; is played as follows: Players a, P take turns, 
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with p playing first, playing non-0 open subsets as before, except that p also 
plays a point in his open set at each move and a must then play an open set 
containing this point. 

!!. g 

Vo' Xo 
Yo 

v"x, 
~ 

Xj E Vj ' Xj E Y; 
Vo ;;2 Yo ;;2 V, ;;2 ~ ;;2 .•• 

Again a wins iff nn ~ :I 0. The notion of a winning strategy for a is defined 
in a similar way as before and we say that X is a strong Choquet space if a 
has a winning strategy in the strong Choquet game for X. 

We will need the following standard facts: 
Proposition 2.1. (i) A strong Choquet space is a Choquet space. A Choquet space 
is a Baire space (i.e., the intersection of countably many open dense sets is dense). 

(ii) If X , Yare (strong) Choquet spaces, so is X x Y. 
(iii) If X is a strong Choquet space and G ~ X is a G6 set in X, then G 

(with the relative topology) is a strong Choquet space. 
Proof. (i) The first statement is obvious. For the second, let Gn be dense open, 
and V open non-0. We want to show nn Gn n V :I 0. Play the following 
run of the Choquet game: p starts with Go n V = Uo and a answers by his 
winning strategy to play Yo. II plays then G, n Yo = V, and a answers by ~ , 
etc. Clearly 0:1 nn ~ ~ nn G n n V . 

(ii) This is straightforward, since every non-0 open set in X x Y is the union 
of rectangles V x V with V, V open in X, Y resp. 

(iii) Let G = nn Gn , with Gn open. Denote by l: a winning strategy for 
o in the strong Choquet game for X , which we denote by C. Denote by C' 
the strong Choquet game on G and by a', p' its players. We will describe a 
winning strategy for a' in C'. Let p' start with (V~, x~). Let Vo be open in 
X with G n Vo = V~. Let p play (Vo n Go' x~) in C and a answer, using l:, 
by Vo ~ Go· As x~ E Yo, V~ = Yo n G :I 0; 0' answers (V~, x~) by playing 
V~. Next p plays (V:' x;). Again let V, be open in X with G n V, = V: . 
Replacing V, by V, n Yo if necessary, we can assume V, ~ Yo. So (V, nG 1 ' x;) 
is a legitimate next move for p in C; a answers it by l: playing ~ ~ G1 • 

, , G S' (V") b I· v.' As Xl E ~, ~ = ~ n :I 0. 0 a answers , ' x, y p aymg ,. 
Proceed this way ad infinitum. Clearly nn Vn :I 0. But nn Vn ~ nn G n = G, 
so nn (~ n G) = nn V: :I 0 and a' wins. 0 

The following simple observation will be convenient later on: Let d be a 
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metric on X, and denote the d-diameter of a set A ~ X by diam(A). If 
every d-open set is open in X and X is a (strong) Choquet space then we 
can assume that in the (strong) Choquet game of X, a: has a winning strategy 
which guarantees that diam(~) < l/(n + 1), so that in particular nn ~ is a 
singleton. 

To see this let gn be a function such that for each non-0 open set U of 
X, gn(U) is a non-0 open subset of U of diameter < l/(n + 1). If {In} 
is a winning strategy for a: in the Choquet game, let 1 ~ ( Uo' UI ' ... , Un) = 
In (Uo' UI ' ... , gn (Un»' This new strategy clearly works. For the strong Cho-
quet game let 

1:«Uo' xo), ... , (Un' X n» = In«Uo' Xo), ... , (Un nS(xn , 1/(n + 1», xn», 
where S(x, €) = {y: d(x, y) < €}. 

3. EFFECTIVE DESCRIPTIVE SET THEORY 

3.1. Basic notions. First we will quickly review some basic notions and facts 
of effective descriptive set theory which are all explained in detail in [MK]. 

Let (}) = {O, 1, 2, ... } be the space of nonnegative integers with the dis-
crete topology and .IY = (})w the Baire space, i.e., the space of infinite se-
quences x: ()) -+ (}) from (}) with the product topology. For a finite sequence 
(s(O) , ... , s(n - 1» = s E (})<w let Ns = {x E row: s ~ x} (s ~ x means 
sU) = xU), Vi < n). Then {Ns } is the standard basis for the topology of .IY . 
The spaces 2" = XI X ... X Xk , where Xi = (J) or Xi =,Ai , will be equipped 
with the product topology. They are clearly homeomorphic to ,Ai if at least one 
Xi is to .IY and otherwise to (}). Taking the class of singletons {n}, n E (J) , as 
the standard basis for (J) we can define a standard basis for each product space 
in the obvious way. For 2" = (}) x.IY for instance this will be the collection of 
all {n} x Ns . 

We introduce now the notions of effective topology on these product spaces. 
(It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concept of a recursive (i.e., 
computable) function f: (J)n -+ (J) (see [MK] for a quick review). The notion 
can be straightforwardly extended to functions on spaces such as (}) <w via some 
canonical bijection of (}) <w with (J).) 

A set A ~ 2" is effectively open or I.~ iff it is an effective (computable) union 
of basic open sets in 2". 

Spelled out in detail for 2" = (J) x .IY, for example, this means that A = 
Un{in} x Ns ,where n 1-+ in' n 1-+ sn are recursive functions. Since there are 
only countablY many recursive functions there are only countably many I.~ sets. 

A function I: 2" -+.IY is effectively continuous or recursive if jl[Ns ] is 
I.~ uniformly on s, i.e., the set 

I G j(x, s) ¢} x E r [Ns ] 

is I.~ in 2" x (}) . 
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Similarly f: J!l? ~ w is recursive if Gf(x, n) ¢:> f(x) E {n} ¢:> f(x) = 

n is r.~. (This agrees with the usual definition for J!l? = wn .) In general, 
f: J!l? ~ 1/ = YI X ... X Yk is recuTiive if Pi 0 f, 1 :5 i :5 k, are recursive, 
where Pi: Y ~ Yi is the ith projection. Again there are only countably many 
recursive functions. 

One can easily verify that r.~ is closed under finite intersections and unions, 
recursive preimages, and projections. (It is clearly not closed under countable 
unions.) Note also that every J!l? = XI X ... X Xn with at least one Xi = 5 is 
recursively homeomorphic to 5 . 

A set A ~ J!l? is effectively closed or II~ if J!l? - A is r.~. Then let A ~ J!l? 
be effectively analytic or r.: if A is the projection of a II~ set on J!l? x 5 , Le., 
for some B E II~, B ~ X x ./y , 

x E A¢:> 3y (x, y) E B. 

Finally, A ~ J!l? is effectively coanalytic or II: iff J!l? - A is r.: . A set which is 
both r.: and II: will be called a ~: set. 

Again it is not hard to verify that r.: is closed under finite intersections 
and unions, preimages by ~: functions (i.e., functions with ~: graphs), and 
projections. It is also closed under coprojections over w, Le., if A ~ J!l? x w is 
r.: so is B ~ J!l? , where 

x E B ¢:> '.In (x, n) EA. 

Also II: is closed under finite intersections and unions, ~: preimages, and 
coprojections, as well as projections over w. Finally ~: is closed under finite 
intersections and unions, ~: preimages, projections, and coprojections over w. 

There is a simple but very useful representation of II~ and r.~ sets that 
we proceed to describe. By a tree on w we mean a set T ~ w <w of finite 
sequences closed under initial segments, i.e., s ~ t E T ~ sET (s ~ t 
means s = (s(O) , '" , s(n - 1)), t = (t(0), ... , t(m - 1)), where n :5 m and 
s(i) = t(i) '.Ii < n). The body of the tree T, in symbols [T], is the set of all 
infinite branches through T, Le., 

[T] = {x E./Y : '.In (x r nET)} . 

Clearly the sets of the form [T] are the closed subsets of ./Y. Similarly we 
define the notion of a tree on w x w as being a set of pairs of same length finite 
sequences (s, t) E w<w x w<w such that if s ~ u, t ~ v, (u, v) E T, and 
s, t have the same length, then (s, t) E T. Again let [T] = {(x, y) E 52 : '.In 
(x r n, y t n) E T}. The sets [T] are again the closed subsets of '/y2 • Similar 
remarks apply to ./Yn for all n. 

We have now that A ~ ./Y is II~ iff A = [T], where T is a recursive 
tree and A ~ 5 is r.: iff A = p[T], where T is a recursive tree on w x w 
and p: '/y2 ~./y denotes the projection to the first coordinate, i.e., A = {x : 
3y(x,Y)E[T]}. 
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3.2. Universal sets and uniformities. A fundamental property of the classes 
r.~ , II~ , r.: ' and II: is the existence of universal sets. Given U ~ 2' x 1/ and 
x E 2' denote by Ux = {y : (x, y) E U} the x section of U. We now have 
the following: 

Let r be any of r.~ , II~ , r.: ' II: . Given a product space 2' there is U2" ~ 
W x 2' which is universal for r, i.e., U2" E r and for any A ~ 2' : A E r iff 
3n E w (A = U;). For a fixed r as above we call {U2"} a universal system for 
r. Clearly if {Utt'} is a universal system for r.: ' for example, {w x 2' - U2"} 
is one for II: . 

Given {Utt'} a universal system for r and A ~ 2' in r we view any nEW 
such that A = U; as a code of A. (A set has in general infinitely many codes.) 
We have already seen various basic closure properties of the classes r above. 
For example if A, B ~ 2' are r.: so is A n B. An additional consideration 
now arises. Given codes n, m for A, B resp. can we determine effectively 
a code for A n B? This is extremely desirable in a lot of situations. Note 
that our coding depends on choosing a universal system {U2"} , which is by no 
means unique. There are "bad" universal systems for which the above desired 
effectiveness or uniformity, as it is usually called, may fail. But we can always 
find "good" universal systems and this is the context of the next theorem. Its 
statement looks a little ad hoc at first but we will see shortly how it achieves our 
goals of uniformity. 

Theorem 3.2.1 (Existence of good universal systems). Let r be any of r.~ , II~ , r.: ' II:. There is a universal system for r, {U2"} , with the following property. 
For any m and product space 2' there is a recursive function Sm, 2": wm+ I -+ W 
such that 

wm xtt' m,2" k k 2" (e, kl ' ... , km' x) E U ¢:> (S (e, I'" m)' x) E U . 

Proof. Let {vtt'} be any universal system for r. Fix, for each k, a recursive 
bijection fk between wk and wand put for convenience h(no' ... , nk_ 1) = 

2" (no' ... , nk_1) and n = ((n)o' ... , (n)k_l)' Define U by 
2" wxtt' (e, x) E U ¢:> ((e)o, (e)l' x) E V . 

Easily {U2'} is a universal system. Now for fixed m, 2' let Q; ~ w x 2' be 
defined by 

m ~x2" (e, x) E Q2" ¢:> ((e)o' ... , (e)m' x) E U . 

Then Q; is in r, so for some eo (depending on m, 2') 
m wxii" (e, x) E Q2" ¢:> (eo, e, x) E V . 

Put finally 
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From now on we fix for each class r as above a good universal system 
{Vf} for r. We can assume that V~ = w x 2' - V;'. We also fix the 

I I 

functions S;,tI' as above. Again S;:,tI' = S~I'tI'. We will usually omit some 
I I 

or all of these superscripts and subscripts when there is no danger of confusion. 
Codes for sets in r will always be relative to these fixed systems. Let us see 
now how the various closure properties of r hold "effectively in the codes": 
Take for example intersection. Fix 2'. We want to find a recursive function 
f: (Ji -+ w such that if n is any code of A ~ 2' and m is any code of B ~ 2' 
then f(m, n) is a code of A nB, i.e., V; n V; = Vf(m,n)' To find f put 

(m, n, x) E C ¢} (m , x) E cr and (n , x) E cr . 
Then C is in r, since r is closed under intersections and recursive preimages 
(projections are recursive). So for some eo 

(Jixtl' (m, n, x) E C ¢} (eo, m, n, x) E V 

¢} (S2,tI'(eo' m, n), x) E cr, 
so let f(m, n) = S2·tI'(eo' m, n). 

Similarly, for r = 1:: for example, one can compute effectively, given a code 
of a 1:: set A ~ 2' x " , a code of its projection onto 2' , etc. 

Although there are no universal sets for the class~: (as an easy diagonaliza-
tion argument shows, using the fact that ~: is closed under complements), one 
can still use the idea of coding for this class as well. If A ~ 2' is ~: then both A 
and 2' -A are 1:: and any pair (n, m), where (V;')n = A, (V;')m = 2' -A, 

I I 

is called a code for A. With this notion of a code for"~: all the closure prop-
erties of ~: hold effectively in the codes as well. 

But one can go beyond closure properties to other structural properties and 
establish corresponding effective uniformities. Take as a typical example the 
so-called reduction property for n: sets: Given, A, B ~ 2' in n: we can 
find A*, B* ~ 2' also in n: reducing A, B, i.e., A* .~ A, B* ~ B, A* n 
B* = 0, A* U B* = AU B. (This is Theorem 7.3.1 in [MK).) We claim 
that we can effectively find codes of some such A* , B* , given codes of A, B . 
Indeed consider VtI' and define (m, n, x) E Vo ¢} (m, x) E VtI' , (m, n, x) E 

VI ¢:> (n, x) E VtI' . Clearly VO' VI are n: ' so by the reduction property find 
V; , V; in n: reducing VO' VI' Then for some eo' e l 

* w2 xtl' (m, n, x) E Vi ¢:> (ep m, n, x) E V 
¢} (S2,tI'(ei , m, n), x) E vtI'. 

Put S2.tI' (ei , m, n) = I;(m, n). 

If A = V;, B = V;, then A* = Vftm,n) ' B* = VZm,n) reduce A, B. 
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A corollary of the reduction property for n: sets is the separation property 
for 1:: sets: Given disjoint A, B ~ fie in 1:: there is a C in ~: with A ~ C , 
B n C = 0. To find C let A' = fie - A, B' = fie - B and let A* ,B* in n: 
reduce A', B'. Then take C = fie - A* and notice that fie - C = fie - B* . 
This argument shows that separation holds effectively in the codes: one can 
effectively find a code of such a C given codes of A, B . 

3.3. Another coding of the ~: sets. For some purposes the coding system we 
introduced in §3.2 for ~: sets is not the appropriate one. The basic problem 
is that the property of a pair (m, n) E ai of being a code of a ~: set is too 
complicated, i.e., not n:. We can find a different coding system retaining the 
crucial properties of the original one but with a n: set of codes. More precisely, 
we have 

Theorem 3.3.1. Given a product space fie there is a n: set c;2' ~ (J) and sets 
pit' , s2' ~ (J) x fie in n:, 1:: resp. such that for n E cit' 

~ =S;:=D; 
and for A ~ fie, A E~: iff 3n E c;2' (A = D~\ 

The n: set Cit' is the set of "nice codes" for a: and if A = Ii; we call 
n a "nice code" for A. The sets pit', sfl' provide, uniformly in n, n:, 1:: 
definitions of A. 

Proof. Let m I-+- «m)o' (m)l) be a recursive bijection of (J) with (J) x (J). 

Consider Uit' and define 

(n, x) E Uo <=> «n)o' x) E ~, 
(n, x) E UI <=> «n)1 ' x) E ~. 

Then UO' UI are n: ' so reduce them to get U;, U; , also n: . Define now 

~ = {n : (U;)n U (U;)n = fie} 
= {n : \fx E fie [(n, x) E U; V (n, x) E U;n. 

Clearly Cit' is n: . Now let 

If n E c2' , then since U;, U; are disjoint (U;) n' (UI ): partition fie, so 
~ = S; := Ii; . Clearly if n E Cit' , D; is ~: . Conversely if A ~ fie is ~: 
let k, I be such that A = uf = fie - uf . Let n be such that (n)o = k, (n)1 = 
l. Then (UO)n = A, (UI)n = fie - A, so (U;)n = A, (Unn = fie - A, thus 
n E Cit' and Ii; = A . 0 
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3.4. Relativization. Relationship of the effective and the classical notions. The 
basic notions of effective descriptive set theory can be relativized to an arbitrary 
parameter x in .A'. First one defines the concept of a function f: al -+ CJ) 

being recursive in x. (Intuitively this means that there is an algorithm to 
compute f which is allowed to ask occasionally for values x(i) of x which 
are understood to be supplied by an "oracle" for x, as generally x itself is 
not computable. Clearly x is recursive in x.) Once this has been done, it 
is straightforward to define the r.~ sets relativized to x, in symbols r.~(x). 
For example for fl? = CJ) x.A' these are the sets of the form Un{in} x A; , 
where n ~ in' n ~ sn are recursive in x. Then n~(x) are the compleme;ts 
of r.~(x) sets and r.: (x) are the projections of ~(x) sets, while n: (x) sets 
are complements of r.:(x) sets. Using r.~(x) instead of r.~ one also defines 
the concept of a recursive in x function between' product spaces. 

All the results of the effective theory we have discussed hold when relativized 
to an arbitrary parameter x, as can be seen immediately by just replacing in 
their proofs the notions r.~ , n~ , ... , recursive by r.~(x), n~(x), ... , recursive 
in x. (Ultimately of course this is based on the fact that the basic structural 
properties of computability theory carry over to their relativized versions.) For 
example the following relativized reduction property holds: Given A, B ~ fl? 
which are n: (x) , we can find A* ,B* in n: (x) which reduce A, B . 

The concept of relativization provides the bridge between the effective and 
the classical descriptive set theory. Denote by I:.~ the class UXEA" r.~(x) (i.e., 
A is I:.~ iff 3x E.A' (A is r.~(x»). Similarly let n~ = UXEA" n~(x), I:.: = 
UXEA" r.: (x), n: = UXEA" n: (x), A: = U XEA"L1: (x) = I:.: n n:. Then it is 
immediate that 

o I:. 1 = open, o n, = closed, 
I:.: = analytic, n: = coanalytic. 

For example, for the spaceA' , an arbitrary open set is of the form U = Un A; 
and if x = (n ~ sn)' then clearly U is r.~(x). Similarly a function betwee~ 
product spaces is continuous iff it is recursive in some x . 

Thus effective descriptive set theory is a refinement of classical descriptive 
set theory and effective results via relativization imply their classical versions. 
For example, consider again the reduction property. The classical version says 
that given coanalytic sets A, B ~ fl? there are coanalytic sets A* , B* reducing 
A, B. Let x E.A' be such that A, B are simultaneously n:(x) (such x can 
be found since (Ax{O})U(Bx{l})~fl?xCJ) is n:,so n:(x) for some x). 
The effective reduction theorem gives that the reduction property holds for n: 
and thus by relativization for n: (x), so we can find such A*, B* which are 
n:(x), in particular n: . 

Our main theorem (in the case X = .A' -the general case can be easily 
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deduced from that) states that for any Borel equivalence relation E on ,Ai 
either E has a Borel separating family or else Eo !; E (continuously). It will 
be therefore enough to prove the following effective version, recalling that by 
Souslin's Theorem, Borel = analytic-coanalytic = A: : If E is a ..1.: equivalence 
relation on ,Ai, then either E has a ..1.: separating family (Le., a family {An} 
with each An in ..1.:) or else Eo !; E (continuously). By relativization this 
is going to hold for E in ..1.: (x) (with a ..1.: (x) separating family in the first 
alternative) and thus for E in A: (with a A: = Borel separating family in the 
first alternative). 

4. THE GANDy-HARRINGTON TOPOLOGY 

We will discuss here the Gandy-Harrington topology on .AI (based on effec-
tive descriptive set theory), which will be the main tool for the proof of our 
result. 

Definition 4.1. The Gandy·Harrington topology on ,Ai, denoted by 'l", is the 
topology generated by the 1:: subsets of .AI. Since 1:: is closed under finite 
intersections it follows that a set U ~ ,Ai is in 'l" iff U = Un Un' where 

1 Un E 1:1 • 

We also let 'l" n be the topology on ,Ain generated by the 1:: subsets of ,Ain • 
Since ,Ain and .AI are recursively homeomorphic, (,Ain, 'l"n) is homeomorphic 
to (,Ai, 'l") ('l" = 'l" 1). Clearly every basic open set in the standard topology of 
.Aln is 1:: ,so 'l"n extends the standard topology. In particular, 'l"n is Hausdorff. 
Also 'l" n has a countable basis. 

Although 'l" does not have some "nice" properties desirable in a topology, 
e.g., is not regular (this is because there are 1:: ' so open in 'l" sets which are 
not n: ' and thus not Fq in 'l"), it satisfies one crucial property that allows the 
application of category arguments. 

Theorem 4.2. The space (.Aln , 'l"n) is a strong Choquet space. 

Proof. It is enough of course to work with n = 1. So consider (.AI, 'l"). 
Recall from §3 that every 1:: subset of ,Ai is of the form p[Tl, for some 

recursive tree T on (J) x (J) (and vice versa). We will describe now a winning 
strategy for a in the strong Choquet game for (,Ai, 'l") • 

Let p start by playing (xo ' Uo). Let Ao E 1:: be such that Xo E Ao ~ Uo 
and let To be a recursive tree with Ao = p[Tol. As Xo E p[Tol find Yo (a 
"witness") such that (xo' Yo) E [Tol. For any tree T on (J) x (J) and any 
(s, t) E T let 1(s,1) = {(s', t') : (s' ~ s or s' 2 s) and (t' ~ t or t' 2 t) and 
(s', t') E T}. If T is recursive, so is 1(s,I). Now let So = Xo ~ 1, tg = Yo ~ 1, 

1 where x ~ n = (x(O) , ... , x(n - 1)). If Yo = p[(To)(so,lg))' then Yo E 1:1 , 

Yo ~ Ao ~ Uo ' and Xo E lQ. Let a play this Yo in his first move. 
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Let P next play (XI' UI ), UI S; Yo. As Xi E Yo there is a witness Y~ with 
(XI' Y~) E [(To)(So,t~)] so if SI = XI t 2, t~ = Y~ t 2, then So S; SI' tg S; t~. 
Also fix Al E 1:: with XI E Al S; UI and TI recursive with Al = p[TI]. 
Then let YI be a witness with (XI' YI) E [Td. Let t~ = Y I t 1. If V; = 
p[(To)(S to)] np[(TI)(S t l )], then V; E 1::, V; S; Al S; UI , and XI E V;. This 

I t I 0' 0 
VI is a's answer to (xl' UI). 

Proceeding this way, when p plays (xo ' Uo), (XI' UI ), ••• a produces 
Yo, V;, ... with Uo ;2 Yo ;2 UI ;2 V; ;2 ... , xn E ~ , and moreover one defines 
for each n a recursive tree Tn with xn E An = p[Tn] S; Un and sequences So S; 
SI S; ... , t~ S; t; S; t; S; ... with (Sk' tZ) E Tn' such that for each k, Sk' tZ 
have length k + 1 and JIk = p[(TO)(Sk ,t2)] np[(T1)(Sk_1 ,t!_) n··· np[(Tk)(so,t~)]' 
Let X = Uk Sk E ,AI. We will show that X E nn An S; n ~. Consider 
An = p[Tn]· Let Yn = Uk tZ· As (Sk' tZ) E Tn' clearly (X, Yn) E [Tn]' so 
X Ep[Tn]. 0 

Consider now the space ,Al2. It carries the two topologies '2 and, x, (i.e., 
the product topology of , with itself). As every rectangle A x B with A, B E 1:: 
is also 1::, clearly, x , S; '2 but '2 # ' x, (since {(x, y) : X = y} is in '2 
but not in ,x ,). There is however a simple but important fact which shows 
that '2 retains some of the properties of , x " namely that the projection 
map ll(x, y) = X is open. (It is obviously continuous as T x, S; '2') We will 
formulate this in more general forms convenient for our applications. 

Let n ~ n'. A projection of ,Aln onto ,Aln' is any map of the form 
ll(XI' ... , xn) = (Xi ' .•. , Xi ,) ,where 1 ~ i l < ... < in' ~ n. A projection of 

1 • 

,Aln x,Alm = ,Aln+m onto ,Aln' x ,AIm' = ,Aln' +m' , where n ~ n' , m ~ m' , is 
any map of the form ll(xI , ... , x n' yl···ym) = (1l 1(X1"'xn), 1l2(YI"'Ym)), 
where 1l1 , 112 are projections of ,Aln onto ,Aln' ,,AIm onto ,AIm' resp. 

Proposition 4.3. Let n ~ n', m ~ m'. Any projection of (,Aln x,Alm , 'n x'm) 
onto (,Aln' x ,AIm' , 'n' X 'm') is open (and obviously continuous). 

Proof. Take for notational simplicity n = m = 2, n' = m' = 1 and consider 
the projection ll(x, y, Z, t) = (x, z). Let G be open in (,Al2 x,Al2 , '2 x '2) . 
Then G = Un(Un x ~), where Un' ~ are open in '2' i.e., of the form Un = 
Uk Un,k' ~ = UI Vn,1 with Un,k' Vn,1 1:: subsets of ,Al2. Then ll(G) = 
Un ll(Un X ~) = Un Uk U/ll(U~,k X Vn,/) = Un Uk U/(An,k X Bn,/)' where X E 

An,k {::} 3y(x, Y).E Un,k' so that An,k is 1::, and similarly for Bn,I' So 
clearly 1l( G) is open in ,x ,. 0 

We will actually need a further strengthening of this proposition in the next 
section. Let R be a 1:: equivalence relation on ,AI (i.e., R S;,Al2 is 1::). 
For n ~ 2 let Rn = {(XI" ·xn) E,Aln : x;Rxj 'Vi, j}. For any n, m denote 
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by (Rn+m , Tn X T m) the space R n+m S;'/yn x'/ym with the relative topology it 
inherits from ('/yn+m , Tn X Tm)' If n' ::; n, m' :5 m and n is any projection 
of ./Yn x'/ym onto ./Yn' x ./Ym' then clearly n maps R n+m onto R n' +m' . 

Proposition 4.4. Let R be a 1:! equivalence relation on ./Y and n ~ n' , m ~ 
m'. Let T be a projection of ./Yn x'/ym onto ./Yn' x '/ym'. Then n is an open 
(and continuous) mapjrom (Rn+m , Tn X Tm) onto (Rn'+m' , Tn' X Tm,)· 

Proof. Take for notational simplicity n = m = 2, n' = m' = 1 , n(x , y, Z, t) = 
(x, z). Let U, V be 1:! subsets of '/y2 , so that (U x V) nR4 is a basic open 
set in (R4 ,T2 x T2). Let U' = {x: 3y[(x,y) E U and xRy]} , V' = {z: 
3t [(z , t) E U and zRt]}. As R is 1:!, U', V' are 1:: too. Now, easily, using 
the fact that R is an equivalence relation, (U' x V') n R = n( (U x V) n R4) , 
so that n((U x V) n R4) is open in R (= R2) and we are done. 0 

Finally recall for further reference the following obvious facts from topology: 
If F: X -+ Y is open and continuous, then the inverse image of a dense set in 
Y is dense in X and the inverse image of a comeager set in Y is comeager in 
X. (A set is com eager if it contains the intersection of a countable sequence.of 
dence open sets.) Moreover, if G is open in Y and B S; Y is comeager in G 
(i.e., B n G contains the intersection of a countable sequence of open, dense in 
G sets), then f- 1[B] is com eager in the open set rl[G]. 

5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

Let us first show how Theorem 1.1 and its consequences 1.2 and 1.3 follow 
from Theorem 1.4. We will then concentrate on the hard part, the proof of 1.4. 

Proof of 1.1, 1.2, and 13 from 1.4. By direct relativization arguments, as dis-
cussed in §3.4, Theorem 1.4 implies the dichotomy (I) E is smooth or (II) 
Eo ~ E (continuously) for any Borel equivalence relation E on the space ./Y . 
To get it for an arbitrary Polish space X, or even for an arbitrary Borel set 
B ~ X , one uses the following classical transfer theorem: Every Borel set B in 
a Polish space X is the image of a closed subset F of ./Y by a continuous 1-1 
mapping f: F -+ X. So suppose E is a Borel equivalence relation on B, and 
define E* on ./Y by xE*y <=? (x, y ft F and x = y) or (x E F and y E F 
and f(x)Ef(y» . Clearly E* is Borel. If (I) holds for E* , and {A~} is a Borel 
separating family for it, the family An = f[F nA~] is clearly a Borel separating 
family for E. If now (II) holds for E* , and rp: 2(J) -+./Y is a continuous I-I 
function with aEop <=? rp(a)E* rp(P) , note that because of the cardinality of 
each Eo-class, one must have rp[2(J)] S; F. But then f 0 rp is a continuous 1-1 
embedding of 2(J) into B with aEop <=? f 0 rp(a)Ef 0 rp(P) and (II) holds for 
E. 

We now prove the rest of the assertions of 1.1. First if E had a separating 
family of universally measurable sets, and Eo is reducible to E via a universally 
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measurable function, so would EO' a contradiction. If (1)* holds, i.e., E has 
a C-measurable selector s, then the family s-l[Unl, for Un a basis of the 
topology of X, forms a C-measurable separating family, and hence (I) follows. 
To show (I) ~ (1)* ,let {An} be a Borel separating family, and define rp: X -+ 

2w by 
{ I if x E An' 

rp(x)(n) = 0 otherwise. 
Then rp is Borel and rp(x) = rp(y) ¢:> xEy. Let Y = rp[Xl, and consider the 
Borel set A = {(y, x) E Y x X : y = rp(x)}. By a 1"1assical uniformization 
result, there is a C -measurable selector of A, i.e., a function '1': Y -+ X with 
(y, 'I'(y)) E A for all y E Y. But then s = 'I' 0 rp is a C-measurable selector 
for E. 

To prove (I) ~ (1)** , note that given any countable collection of Borel sub-
sets of X, one can define a Polish extension of the topology of X for which 
these sets are clopen. Applying this to a Borel separating family for E gives a 
Polish extension (J of the topology of X for which E is ((J x (J )-closed. 

For (11)** ~ (I), it is enough to prove the classical fact that any Go equiv-
alence relation on a Polish space has a 1:: separating family. To see this, note 
that if x and yare not E-equivalent, [xlE and [YlE are two disjoint Go's, 
so by the Baire category theorem, their closures must be distinct. So the family 
[UnlE = {x : 3y E Un (xEy)} , where Un varies over a basis of the topology of 
X, is a 1:: separating family. 

For (II) ~ (II) * , let A. be the standard Lebesgue measure on 2w; if Eo :::; 
E via f, let p, = fA.. One immediately checks that p, is (E-)ergodic and 
nonatomic. For the converse, recall that the existence of an (E-)ergodic, non-
atomic measure implies that E is not smooth. 

For Corollary 1.2, we already noticed that a Go equivalence relation always 
has a 1:: separating family. Using Theorem 1.1 we get the result. 

For Corollary 1.3, we already noticed that given any Borel B ~ X, the 
dichotomy (I) or (II) holds for the restriction E t B of E to B. So if B 
is not E-smooth, one can embed Eo into E t B and as before, this gives 
an ergodic nonatomic probability measure J.l for E t B , hence for E, with 
p,(B) = 1. Conversely if J.l(B) > 0 for some ergodic nonatomic measure J.l for 
E , then J.l t B is an ergodic nonatomic measure for E t B , and B cannot be 
E-smooth. 
Proof of 1.4. From now on, E is a fixed ~: equivalence relation on ./Y . For 
a subset A of ./Y, we denote by [AlE its E-saturation, i.e., [AlE = {x : 3y E 
A (xEy)}. We call A E-invariant if A = [AlE' 

Lemma 5.1. If A, B are two 1:: sets and [AlE n [BlE = 0, there exists a ~: 
E-invariant set C with A ~ C and B n C = 0. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is the following: Clearly for any 1:: set A, [AlE = 
{x : 3y E A (xEy)} is 1:: by the closure properties of 1:: sets. Now if A, B 
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are 1:: and [A]E n [B]E = 0, we can find by the separation theorem a d: set 
Co with [A]E S;; Co and COn[B]E = 0. Now [Co]£ is 1::, and [Co]En[B]E = 
0, hence we can find a d: set C1 with [CO]E S;; C1 and C1 n [B]E = 0. 
Continuing this way, we get a sequence of d: sets Cn with [Cn]E S;; Cn+1 and 
Cn+1 n [B]E = 0. The set C = Un Cn = Un[Cn]E is E-invariant, and A S;; C, 
C n B = 0. However the class d: is not closed under countable unions, so 
to get C in d:, one has to define the preceding sequence uniformly. Let 
{U;} = {Un} be a good universal system for 1:: subsets of ./Y, as discussed 
in §3.2. Recall that the separation theorem is uniform, i.e., there are recursive 
functions f: (J} -> wand g: w2 -> w such that if Un and U m are disjoint, 
then Uf(n,m) = X - Ug(n,m) is a d: set which separates them. Also, Theorem 
3.2.1 implies easily that the map A 1-+ [A]E is uniform, for 1:: sets A. To see 
this, consider the set 

B = {(n, x) : 3y E Un (xEy)} . 

This set is 1:: in w x ./Y , hence for some eo 

(n, x) E B ¢} (eo' n, x) E Uwx./II" 

¢} (SI,./II"(eo' n), x) E ~., 

So the recursive function hen) = Sl,./II" (eo, n) satisfies Uk(n) = [Un ]£. 

Fix now a 1:: code Po for [B]£, and pick Co d: with [A]E S;; Co' Co n 
[B]E = 0, and 1:: codes no and mo for Co and ./Y - Co respectively. Define 
a function k: w -> w recursively by 

{ k(O) = no' 
ken + 1) = f(h(k(n)) , po). 

Also let 
k' (0) = mo' k' (n + 1) = g(h(k(n)), po). 

Then clearly k(n), k' (n) are 1:: codes of Cn and ./Y - Cn , for a sequence 
{Cn } as above. And if we let C = Un Cn ' we get 

x E C ¢} 3n (x E Uk(n») 

¢} \;In (x ¢. Uk'(n») ' 

so the C is both 1:: and n: ' hence d: a8 desired. 0 

Recall that T denotes the Gandy-Harrington topology of ./Y. We define a 
new relation E on ./Y x./Y as the closure of E in the TXT topology. 

Lemma 5.2. E is a 1:: equivalence relation which admits a separating family 
consisting of d: sets, and hence is G,j in TXT. 

Proof. By the definition of TXT, if (x , y) ¢. E , there are two 1:: sets A and 
B with x E A, y E B, and (A x B) n E = 0, so that [A]E n [B]E = 0. By 
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5.1, there is.1: E-invariant set C with x E C and y ~ C. This means that 

E = n{(C x C) u (./Y - C) x (./Y - C) : C a.1: E-invariant set}. 

So E is an equivalence relation, and the.1: E- invariant sets form a separating 
family for it. As for each .1: set C, (C x C) u (./Y - C) x (./Y - C) is clopen in 
'/: x '/:, E is Gt5 • (It is of course also closed, but remember "C x "C is not regular, 
so closed does not imply G t5 .) It remains to show that E is 1:: . For this, we 
use the nice coding of .1: sets discussed in §3.3: There is a n: set C ~ (jJ and 
sets P, S ~ (jJ x./Y in n:, 1:: resp., such that for n E C, Pn = Sn ' and such 
that for A ~ ./Y 

A is .1: ¢} 3n E C (A = Pn ) • 

Using this, we can compute 
(x, y) ~ E ¢} 3A E.1: (A is E-invariant and (x E A Ay ~ A)) 

¢} 3n E C (Pn is E-invariant and (x E Pn A y ~ Sn)) 
¢} 3n E C(VzVt(z E Sn A zEt - t E Pn) 

and (x E Pn A y ~ Sn)) . 

By the closure properties of n: ' one gets that (./Y x ./Y) - E is n:, so E is 
1 1:1 , 0 

It follows from Lemma 5.2 that if E = E (i.e., E is ("C x '/:)-closed), then 
E admits a separating family consisting of .1: sets, and we have case (I) of the 
dichotomy. 

Although it is not useful for Theorem 1.1, let us show that in fact in this 
case one can find a separating family uniformly .1:. To do this, one uses the 
following uniformization result (see [MK, 7.3.4]): If A ~ 2' x (jJ is n:, and 
if 'Ix E X 3n (x, n) E A, then there is a .1: function F::¥, - (jJ such that 
'Ix (x, F(x)) EA. Apply this result to 2' =./Y x./Y and the following set: 

A = {(x, y, n) : (x, y) E E v [(x, y) ~ E A n E C A Pn is E-invariant 
A x E Pn A y ~ Sn)]} . 

By the same calculation as above, A is n:. And if E = E , we know that 
V(x, y) E ./Yx./Y3n (x, y, n) EA. So we can find F .1: with (x, y, F(x, y)) 
E A for all (x, y) E ./Y x./Y. Define Do = F('/y2 - E). Then Do is a 1:: 
subset of (jJ, and is contained in the n: set DI = {n E C : Pn is E-invariant}. 
So by the separation theorem, there is a .1: set D with Do ~ D ~ DI . Define 
now a sequence {An} by An=./Y if n ~ D, An=Pn if nED. As D~DI' 
each Dn is an E-invariant .1: set, and as Do ~ D, the family {An}new is a 
separating family for E. Finally 

x E An ¢} n ~ D V X E Pn 
¢} n ~Dv x ESn 

is both 1:: and n: ' so is .1: . 
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So from now on, we assume that E :j; E, toward building a continuous 
embedding of Eo into E. 

Consider then the set 
x = {x :Ex #Ex}. 

As E:j; E, X is not empty. Now by Lemma 5.2, X is 1.:! ' as 

x E X +-+ 3y (xEy /\ xty) 

and E is 1.:: . Clearly, X is also E- invariant. 

Lemma 5.3. Consider E with the (relative) « x <)-topology. Then· E is both 
dense and meager in the open set (X x X) n E. 

Proof. Density is obvious. As E is Borel for the usual topology, it is also 
Borel for < x <, hence has the Baire property in (E, < x <). So if E is not 
meager in (X x X) n E , there must be two 1.:: sets A and B, A, B ~ X , with 
(A x B) n E :j; 0 and E comeager in (A x B) n E . By considering if necessary 
the two projections of (A x B) n E , we may assume that 'r/x E A 3y E B (xEy) 
and 'r/x E B3y E A (xEy). 

Claim. A2 nE ~ E. 
Granting this claim, we can finish the proof of the lemma as follows. First 

2 - -note that [AlE n E ~ E. (For if x, y E [AlE and xEy, and if z, tEA are 
such that zEx and yEt, then zEt, so zEt as A2 n E ~ E. But then xEy 
by transitivity of E.) But this implies that in fact [AlE = [AlE. Otherwise the 
set A'={x:3YE[AlE (xEy/\xty)} is 1.:: non-0,and (A' x [AlE)nE:j; 0. 
By the density of E in < x <, (A' x [AlE) n E :j; 0. So there are x E A' and 
z E [AlE with xEz. And as x E A' , there is y E [AlE With xEy and xty. 
But then y, z E [AlE and yEz, so yEz contradicting the transitivity of E. 

- 2 -Now if x E A and yEx, then y E [AlE' and as [AlEnE ~ E, in fact yEx. 
This means Ex = Ex' contradicting the fact that A ~ X. 

It remains to prove the above claim that A2 n E ~ E. Again this is done 
by contradiction. Consider the space E3 = {(x, y, z) : xEyEz} with the 
induced «2 x <)-topology. It is a GJ-set in (';y3, <2 X 1') by Lemma 5.2, hence 
a strong Choquet space, and in particular a Baire space by 4.2 and 2.1. Let 
Y = {(x, y, z) E E3 : x E A /\ yEA /\ z E B}. This is an open nonempty set in 
(E3, 1'2 X <). The projections (x, y, z) ....... (x, z) and (x, y, z) ....... (y, z) are 

-3 -2 -open: (E '<2 x <) - (E ,< x <) by 4.4, so as E is comeager in En(A x B) for 
< x <, the sets ZI = {(x, y, z) E Y : xEz} and Z2 = {(x, y, z) E Y : yEz} 
are com eager in Y for <2 x <. But then, if A2 n E <t E, the 1.:: set Z3 = 
{(x, y, z) E Y : xty} is a nonempty «2 x <)-open set, which by the Baire 
category theorem must meet ZI n Z2' so that we get x, y, z with xEz, yEz 
and xty, a contradiction which proves the claim and finishes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
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By Lemma 5.3, we can find a decreasing sequence {Wn } of (r x r)-open sets 
with Wn ~ X X X, Wn dense in (X x X) nE , and nn Wn nE = 0. Moreover, 
as the diagonal ~ is contained in E and is (r x r )-closed, we may assume 
~ n ~ = 0. From now on, we fix such a sequence {Wn }. 

We describe now how we will continuously embed Eo into E. We fix win-
ning strategies 1:1 = {f;} and 1:2 = {f;} for player Q in the strong Choquet 
games corresponding to (./Y, r) and ('/y2 , r 2 ) respectively. 

By the remark at the end of §2, we may assume that for the usual distance on 
./Y, diam(f;(Uo ' x O' •.. , Un_I' X n_ I )) ::; l/(n + 1), and similarly for 1:2 = 

2 {In} . 
We will define, for each binary sequence s E 2<w (s '# 0) a point Xs EX, 

and two r-open sets Us' Us containing Xs ' Us' Us ~ X, such that 
(i) If s is of length n, Us = f; (Us(O) , Xs(O) , .•. , Us' Xs) , i.e., the play 

US(O),S(I) ' Xs(O),s(l) 

US(O),S(I) 

is a play in the strong Choquet game for r, where Q answers by his winning 
strategy 1:1 ; 

(ii) for all s, t in 2n , xsEx/; and 

(iii) if s = s~O and t = t~l , then 

We will also define, for all k E wand s E 2m , nonempty r 2-open sets 
Ek.sEk,s such that 

(iv) E k ,0 = E ; 

(v) (XOk 'o's' XOk 'I's) E Ek ,s; and 

(vi) E k .s = f~(Ek,0' (XOk '0' XOk ·1)' Ek ,s(O) , (XOk ·o·s(O) ' XOk ·I'S(O»)' .•• , 

Ek ,s(Xo' 'o's' xO' 'I's))' 
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i.e., the play 

Ek,s(O) 

Ek,s 
is a play in the strong Choquet game for !2' in which player a follows his 
winning strategy 1:2, 

Suppose this construction has been carried out. For each y E 2w , the se-
quence (Vytn ' x7tn ' Uytn ) is by (i) a winning play for player a in the strong 
Choquet game for!, hence nn Vytn consists of a single point which we denote 
by f(y). By the property on the diameters of the Us's, f is continuous. Also 
f is one-to-one, for if y =I y' and n is the first place where y( n) =I y' (n) , say 
y(n) = 0 and y' (n) = 1, then by (iii) VYtn+1 x VI" tn+1 ~ Wn+1 ~ WI' so in 
particular, as .1 n W; = (2), VYtn+ 1 n Vy'tn+1 = (2). 

We claim that f works, i.e., that 

yEo<5 +-+ f(y)Ef(<5). 

Suppose first that yto<5. Then say for infinitely many n, y(n) = 0 and <5(n) = 
1 . Again by (iii) one gets for such n 

V7tn+1 x VJtn+1 ~ Wn+1 

and hence (f(y) , f(t5)) E Wn+ l • As the sequence {Wn } is decreasing, this 
means that 

(f(y) , f(<5)) E n ~ 
n 

so that f(y)tf(t5). Conversely, we show that for all s, t E 2k and y E 2w , 
(f(s~y), f(t~y)) E E. This is proved by induction on k. This is trivial if 
k = 0, i.e., S = t = (2). So assume it has been proved for k, and consider 
s=s~i,t=t~j with sl't l E2k and i,j in {O, I}. If i=j,then s~y= 
s~(i~y) and t~y = t;(Cy) so the induction hypothesis applies to give the 
result. So it remains to consider the case say i = 0 and j = 1 . By the induction 
hypothesis, one has f(s~O~Y)Ef(Ok ~O~y) and f(t~l ~y)Ef(Ok ~1 ~y), so it 
is enough to show that f(Ok ~O~y)E(Ok ~1 ~y). By property (vi), the sequence 
(Ek ,7tn' (XOk "O"ytn' XOk "I"l'tn)' Ek,l'tn) is a winning play for player a in the 
strong Choquet game for !2' hence nn Ek ,l'tn consists of a single point, which 
must be the point (f(Ok~O~y), f(Ok~l~y)). And as by (iv) Ek ,0 =E we get 
f(Ok ~O~y)Ef(Ok ~1 ~y) as desired. 
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We go now to the main construction. 
First we have to find XO' XI in X, UO' UI 1'-open neighborhoods of xO' XI 

with Uo x UI ~ W;, and (as EO,0 = E) (xo' XI) E E. This is possible, as 
WI n E is dense open in (X2 n E , l' X 1') , and E is dense in this set. We then 
let Vo = 1;\Uo' x o), VI = J;I (UI ' XI)' and EO,0 = J;2(Eo,0' (xo' XI))' 

Suppose the construction has been done, satisfying (i)-(vi), for all sequences 
in 2n , and all k, U E 2m with k + 1 + m = n (i.e., Ok ~O~s and Ok ~I ~s also 
of length n). We now do it for n + 1 . Consider the space E 2" X E 2" with the 
1'2" x 1'2" topology, the elements of which are tuples y = «Ys AO)SE2" , (Ys Al )SE2") , 
and the open subset of it: 

Yn = {y: 'r/S E 2n (YSAO E Us and YsAI E Vs) and 
'r/k'r/u E 2m with k + I + m = n 

(Yo" AOAUAO' YOk AIAuAO) E Ek,u and 
(YOk AOAuAI' YOk AIAuAI) E Ek,u}' 

That Yn is (1'2" x 1'2")-open follows from the fact that Yn is a square-the 
conditions on the (YSAO)SE2" and the (YsAI)SE2" being the same 1'2"-open con-
ditions. Note that the sequence «XS)SE2" ' (XS)SE2") is in Yn , by the induction 
hypothesis, so Yn =1= 0 . 

Now for all s, t E 2n , the projection map y ~ (Ys A O' YtA I) is open from 
_2" _2" - -

(E x E ,1'2" X 1'2n) into (E, l' X 1'), and as Wn+I nE is (1' x 1')-dense open 
in X2 n E , the set 

~ = {y E Yn : 'r/s E 2n 'r/t E 2n (YSAO' YtA I) E Wn+l } 

is open and non empty in l' 2n X 1'2" . But then the set 

~* = {(YO" AO' YO" AI) : 3(ys AO' YsAI )SE2n ,#0" (y E Vn)} 

is a nonempty (1' X l' )-open set in E n X2 , hence must meet the dense set E. 
This means that we can find a family (xs AO)SE2" , (xs Al )SE2" such that: 

(a) xSAjExtA j , for all s, t E 2n , i, j E 2, 
(b) Xs AO E V S' xsAI E Us' for all S E 2n , 
(c) (xokYuAj,XokYuA)EEk,u},forall k,UE2m and iE2 with k+ 

l+m=n, 
(d) (XSAO' XtI) E Wn+I , for all s, t E 2n , 
(e) (xO"AO,XOnAI)EE. 

This family is the one we were searching for. It satisfies (ii) by property (a). 
By properties (b) and (d), as Wn+1 is (1' x r)-open, we can find neighborhoods 
Us Aj of Xs Aj such that Xs A; E US A; ~ Us and for all s, t (USAo x Uti) ~ Wn+1 . 
These USA; satisfy (iii), and, if we let 

I 
V s -j = 1,,+ I ( US(O) , xs' 0 ' ••• , Us' i ' Xs Ai), 
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(i) is also satisfied. By (c), we can define Ek A., for U E 2m with k + I + ,u I 

m = n, by Ek A. = Ek u' so that (v) is satisfied, and then let Ek A. = ,u I , ,u I 

f~+1 (Ek ,(() , (xo" AO' XOk AI)' ••• , Ek,uAi' (xo" Yu Ai' Xo" AI AuAi)) to get (vi). Fi-
nally by (e) we let En (() = E to get (iv), and it satisfies (v), and if we let 
En, (() = J;2(En, (() , (Xon A'O' XOn AI))' we also get (vi) for it, so that the proof is 
finished. 

Let us make some final comments on the combinatorial aspects of this proof: 
Properties (b) and (c) above are open, and independent in the blocks (xsAO)sE2n 
and (xs A I )sE2"' the linking conditions (d) are open dense, while the crucial 
linking condition (e) is only dense. This works with one such condition, but it 
would not work with two of them. This is why in the proof we only put the 
weak conditions (iv), (v), and (vi), and had to give an argument to show that 
they are enough, using the transitivity of E, to get f(s~y)Ef(t~y) for all S, t 
of the same length, and not only for f(Ok ~O~y) and f(Ok ~ I ~y). Note that 
the same argument shows that a posteriori one necessarily has xsEx/ for all 
s, t of the same length, but this could not have been asked for a priori. 
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